Welcome and Introductions
- Kristy Hartman and Glen Andersen, NCSL
- Senator Eric Koch (IN) and Senator Dave Koehler (IL), Co-Chairs

Updates for the Energy Supply Task Force
- Highlights from the Task Force survey, share recent NCSL activity and resources, discuss future Task Force schedule, etc.

Discuss Energy Supply Task Force Publications
- Task Force reports will be approximately 8-10 pages and could cover the following topics:
  - Energy Storage (NCSL is applying for federal funding to focus on this topic)
  - Overview of Energy Markets
  - Utility Regulation and Rate Design
  - Other priority energy topic?

Small Group Breakouts (facilitated by NCSL staff)
- What two publication topics, listed above, would you like the Task Force to focus on over the coming year? What, specifically, would you like to see included in the report(s)?
- What are the biggest energy priorities for your legislature/organization over the next year?

Full Group Report Out
- Each group will take about 1 minute to summarize discussion from breakouts (focus primarily on the next Task Force publication and what information should be included)

Wrap Up